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Linxx Global Solutions

Security Service Support

Linxx Global Solutions, Inc. (Linxx), is a mid-sized employee

Linxx provides comprehensive consulting, assessment, analysis,

owned (ESOP) company with contract support offices operating

training, and direct security resources support for the DoD, NASA,

in 11 U.S locations across the United States. Since 2006, Linxx

DHS, DoS and many other federal agencies and corporations. We

has offered a wide range of program management, educational,

have extensive past performance sucessfully delivering security

training, and security services to satisfied customers around the

services associated with export control regulations (USML), U.S.

world. Linxx supports all branches of the Department of Defense

Navy port force protection regulations, government research and

(DoD); the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA);

development facilties, and a wide range of other security services

the Department of Homeland Security (DHS); the intelligence

and scenarios. Linxx employs a comprehensive client requirements

community; and other federal, state, and local

process approach that allows us to quickly and accurately target
key challenges and design practical risk mitigation strategies. Our
services range from simple consultation to full turn-key security
operational management.
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Security Service Support
Security Consulting

delivered in the form of consulting products or ongoing consulting

• Security plan review, analysis, and risk mitigation consultation
• Full security survey assessment and/or security gap analysis
• Security C4I planning, analysis, and performance improvement

services support.

Security Specific Training and Exercise Support

• Embedded or billed security consulting professionals

Linxx delivers cutting edge security training across the United States

• Open source threat analysis and security assessment 		

and worldwide. Originally focused on maritime challenges, Linxx
has broadened our base to include all types of infrastructure on

subscription
• Guard services – Linxx or client managed

land or at sea. We also provide exceptional service to commercial

• ITAR or commercial inventory control and tracking

enterprises and corporate facilities. Linxx can assist our clients in

Security Specific Training and Exercise Support
• Maritime counter-piracy
• Less than lethal weapons employment
• Guard post procedures

assessing their level of competency against the context of their
specific environment and mission. Training, education, and exercise
support all combine to improve performance and increase an
organization’s return on their security investment.

Security Focused General Contracting and Project
Management

• Security team leadership
• Security planning
• Security operations management
• Security readiness exercise and gap testing

Security Focused General Contracting and
Project Management

Our clients are often best served by engaging Linxx as a general
contractor for security infrastructure installation and testing. We are
adept at project management and believe a well-designed security
risk mitigation plan deserves cost and time efficient installation/

• Cargo/personal security escort

upgrade project execution. Linxx is capable of coordinating and

• Physical security – lights, cameras, barriers, doors, 			

communicating with all subcontractors and vendors in accordance
with our client’s detailed security master plan.

gates, and locks
• Security systems – servers, wiring, power supply, PC 		
stations, tablets, and mobile devices
• Communications – command center suite, vehicle

Summary

mounted, foot patrol support, air/sea/land transport, and 		

Linxx is a well-run, lean company with an excellent past

special mobility

performance record. The value we deliver to our customers

• Physical security system software

can be summed up in one word: commitment. We are

• Cyber system, information system security software, 		

dedicated to improving the security of America and her allies

and software integration

through insightful analysis, creative product development,

Security Consulting

and exceptional customer service. To that end, we employ

Linxx believes a solid security solution must be comprehensive,

leverage their considerable experience and knowledge to

coordinated, and cost effective. The first step toward achieving

accurately address the challenges facing our U.S. Government

these aims is to evaluate the threats, challenges, client expectations,

and corporate customers. In addition to these talented

and the physical and technical status quo. Security operations can

veterans,

be daunting when approached without a firm grasp on reality. A

professionals who understand program management, risk

reality is comprised of validated risks, budget constraints, and

mitigation, and quality assurance. Our service offerings

external pressure to comply with industry norms and national

are divided into two categories: Security Services and

security mandates. Linxx offers skilled, professional security advice

Training Services.

a large number of former service men and women who

Linxx

employs
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intelligent,

business-minded

